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PREFACE
To be able to help people like you, I have designed and published more than 8
books on Unity; these books are in-depth and really provide a significant amount
of information on a wide range of topics related to Unity, including 2D/3D game
development, Artificial Intelligence, Animation, and much more…

This being said, while these books are comprehensive, many readers, like you,
may just want to focus on a particular topic and get started fast.

This book is part of a series entitled A Quick Guide To, and does just this. In this
book series, you have the opportunity to get started on a particular topic in less
than 60 minutes, delving right into the information that you really need. Of
course, you can, after reading this book, move-on to more comprehensive books;
however, I understand that sometimes you may have little time to complete a
project and that you need to get comfortable with a topic fast.
In this book entitled “A Quick Guide to Procedural Levels with Unity” you
will discover how to quickly create game levels from your code using procedural
techniques, and save yourself some headaches and time in the process.

WHAT YOU NEED TO USE THIS BOOK
To complete the project presented in this book, you only need Unity 5.0 (or a
more recent version) and to also ensure that your computer and its operating
system comply with Unity’s requirements. Unity can be downloaded from the
official website (http://www.unity3d.com/download), and before downloading,
you can check that your computer is up to scratch on the following page:
http://www.unity3d.com/unity/system-requirements. At the time of writing
this book, the following operating systems are supported by Unity for
development: Windows XP (i.e., SP2+, 7 SP1+), Windows 8, and Mac OS X
10.6+. In terms of graphics card, most cards produced after 2004 should be
suitable.
In terms of computer skills, all knowledge introduced in this book will assume no
prior programming experience from the reader. This book does not include any
scripting. So for now, you only need to be able to perform common computer
tasks such as downloading items, opening and saving files, and be comfortable
with dragging and dropping items and typing.

WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR
If you can answer yes to all these questions, then this book is for you:
1. Are you a total beginner with procedural levels generation?

Would you like to start creating game levels fast based on XML file,
text files or images?
2.

3. Although you may have had some prior exposure to C#, would you like

to delve more into the XML parsing?

If you can answer yes to all these questions, then this book is not for you:
1. Can you already easily create a game levels from XML, text or image

files?
2. Are you looking for a reference book on Unity programming?
3. Are you an experienced (or at least advanced) Unity user?

If you can answer yes to all three questions, you may instead look for the next
books in the series. To see the content and topics covered by these books, you can
check the official website (www.learntocreategames.com/books).

IMPROVING THE BOOK
Although great care was taken in checking the content of this book, I am human,
and some errors could remain in the book. As a result, it would be great if you
could let me know of any issue or error you may have come across in this book,
so that it can be solved and the book updated accordingly. To report an error, you
can email me (learntocreategames@gmail.com) with the following information:
Name of the book.
The page where the error was detected.
Describe the error and also what you think the correction should be.
Once your email is received, the error will be checked, and, in the case of a valid
error, it will be corrected and the book page will be updated to reflect the changes
accordingly.

SUPPORTING THE AUTHOR
A lot of work has gone into this book and it is the fruit of long hours of
preparation, brainstorming, and finally writing. As a result, I would ask that you
do not distribute any illegal copies of this book.
This means that if a friend wants a copy of this book, s/he will have to buy it
through the official channels (i.e., through Amazon, lulu.com, or the book’s
official website: www.learntocreategames.com/books/.
If some of your friends are interested in the book, you can refer them to the
book’s official website (http://www.learntocreategames.com/books) where
they can either buy the book, enter a monthly draw to be in for a chance of
receiving a free copy of the book, or to be notified of future promotional offers.

1
READING FILES AND CREATING
SCENES PROCEDURALLY
In this section, we will learn how to create your game levels from scripts and
external files rather than by adding all objects manually to each scene. This will
have the advantage of saving you a lot of time creating your levels; it will also
make it easier to modify your levels relatively quickly too. Creating your
environment from a script or “procedurally” can be achieved using a wide range
of techniques from simple arrays to XML files, or prefabs. So, after completing
this chapter, you will be able to:
Instantiate objects based on an array or a text file.
Create a level from an array.
Create multiple levels using simple text files.
Create more complex scenes by reading and implementing the content of
an XML file.
Some of the skills you will also learn along the way include:
Creating and accessing a Resources folder in your project where you can
store and access resources for your game (e.g., images or text files).
Reading text files from your game.
Reading and parsing an XML document.

BUILDING YOUR ENVIRONMENT FROM AN ARRAY
The first and simplest way to create a game environment procedurally is by using
a simple array, so to setup our first procedural environment, we will generate an
indoor level using a combination of C# scripting and arrays.
We will proceed as follows:
Create an array that represents the environment.
Read the array.
Instantiate objects based on the numbers read in the array.
So let’s get started:
Please create a new scene (File | New Scene) and rename it
gameLevelAuto (or any other name of your choice).
Create a new cube (Game Object | 3D Object | Cube) and rename it
ground.
Make sure that the scale property for this object is (100, 1, 100) and that its
position is (0, 0, 0).
You can also create a material for (and apply it to) the ground object if
you wish. To do so, you can either import a texture and apply it to the
object, or create a new color material through the Project window (i.e.,
Create | Material).
Next, we will create an object that will be used to instantiate the walls.
Please create a new cube (Game Object | 3D Object | Cube).
Rename it wall.
Set its scale property to (10, 2, 10).
You can also create and apply a blue Material to this object or use any
other texture of your choice.

Figure 1: Creating a wall

Once this is done, you can create a prefab from this object, rename this
prefab wall.
To create the prefab, you can either drag and drop the object wall to the
Project window, or create a new prefab from the Project window (Create
| Prefab), and then drag and drop the object wall from the Hierarchy to
this prefab.

Figure 2: Creating a new wall prefab

Once this is done, you can deactivate the object wall located in the
Hierarchy window, using the Inspector.

Figure 3: Deactivating the wall from the Hierarchy window

Next, we will create a script that will generate our maze.
Please create a new C# script (i.e., from the project window select: Create
| C# Script) and rename it GenerateMaze.
Open this script and add the following code at the beginning of the class
(i.e., just before the Start method).
public GameObject wall;
private int [,] worldMap = new int [,]
{
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},
{1,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1},
{1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1},
{1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1},
{1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1},
{1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1},
{1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1},
{1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1},
{1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1},
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},
};

In the previous code:
We declare a public GameObject variable that will be used a placeholder
in the Inspector window to set the object to instantiate with the
corresponding prefab.
We then declare a multi-dimensional array (i.e., a two-dimensional array)
of integers. The structure of this array mirrors the structure of the maze
that we would like to create; for example, the top row could be the north
wall, and the bottom row could represent the south wall, etc. So each 1

represents a wall, and each 0 represents an empty space.
Each row of the array is defined using opening and closing brackets with
values within separated by commas.
Please add the following code to the Start method:
int i,j;
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < 10; j++)
{
GameObject t;
if (worldMap [i,j] == 1) t = (GameObject)(Instantiate (wall, new Vector3 (50i*10, 1.5f, 50-j*10), Quaternion.identity));
}
}

In the previous code:
We declare two integers i and j; these will refer to specific rows and
columns in our array. For example, if i is 1 and j is 1, we will be looking
at row 1 and column 1. Because each array starts at 0, these will
effectively be the second row and the second column in our array.
We then create two loops; these loops will go through each row of the
array that we have created.
We then check the value of each element present in the array.
If the value is 1, we instantiate a wall prefab accordingly.
Now, we just need to finish our setup:
Please save your script.
Check that it is error-free in the Console window.
Create an empty object and rename it generateMaze.
Drag and drop the script GenerateMaze to the object generateMaze.
Once this is done, select the object generateMaze.
Make sure that the Inspector window is active.

In the Inspector window, identify the parameter called wall for the script
GenerateMaze attached to this object, and drag and drop the prefab wall
from the Project window to this variable.

Figure 4: Using the wall prefab for the variable wall

So that we can see the layout in the Game view, you can change the
camera position to (0, 90, 0) and its rotation to (90, 0, 0).
Once this is done, you can play the scene, and check the layout either from
the Scene view or the Game view.

Figure 5: The new scene viewed from the main camera

CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT FROM A TEXT FILE
Now, this works well and we could take it a notch further by creating a file that
includes all the information about the maze.
You see, using arrays is great; however, it may be more convenient to use a
specific file for each level. This will at least do two things for you: (1) it will
make it possible to modify the structure of the level without having to modify the
code, and (2) it will make it possible to create (and load) individual files for each
level.
So you could virtually create a text file for every level and then load it
accordingly.
So, for this purpose, we will be using a new method called Resources.Load. This
method makes it possible to load resources (e.g., textures or text) from your Unity
project. So first, we will create such a text file and then access it through our
script.
Please create a new folder called Resources within the folder called Assets
in your project (from the Project window, select: Create | Folder).

Figure 6: Adding a new Resources folder

Create a new text file using the editor of your choice.
Add the following text to it.
1111111111
1010000001
1010101001
1010000001
1011110001

1000000001
1010101111
1001000001
1010000001
1111111111

Save it as, for example, maze.txt within your Resources folder.

Figure 7: Saving the file maze.txt in the Resources folder

If you don’t know where you Resources folder is on your file system, you can
locate it by right-clicking on it in Unity and selecting the option Reveal in
Finder (for Mac OS) or Show in Explorer for Windows computers. You can
also save your file on your computer system and then drag and drop it to the
Resources folder.

Figure 8: Locating the Resources folder in your file system

Once this is done, we can modify our C# script so that it reads information from
the text file rather than the array.
Please open the script GenerateMaze.
Comment (or remove) all the code already present in the Start method.
Please add the following code to the Start function instead.
void Start ()
{

TextAsset t1 = (TextAsset)Resources.Load("maze", typeof(TextAsset));
string s = t1.text;
int i, j;
s = s.Replace("\n","");
for (i = 0; i < s.Length; i++)
{
if (s [i] == '1')
{
int column, row;
column = i%10;
row = i / 10;
GameObject t;
t = (GameObject)(Instantiate (wall, new Vector3 (50 - column * 10, 1.5f, 50 - row
* 10), Quaternion.identity));
}
}
}

In the previous code we do the following:
We declare a variable of type TextAsset that will be used to store the
content of the file we have created as a resource.
We then access its content and save it to a string variable.
When this is done, we replace all the “end of line” characters (i.e., “\n”)
by empty strings; these (the end of line characters) were initially present in
our text file for convenience and to better tell each row apart; however, we
don’t need this information anymore.
We then loop through the content of the string gathered from the text file,
and we instantiate an object whenever the number 1 is read. Columns and
rows for our maze are also identified by either dividing the counter (i.e., i)
by 10 or by using the modulo operator (i.e., %10).
The modulo operator provides the remainder of a division.
We then do as previously to locate and rotate the object that has been
instantiated.

Once you have added this code, please save your script and run the scene; you
should see that the scene has been generated as previously, but with the
difference that the content is now read from a text file that is saved within your
project.
Following this principle, you could have several files that correspond to each
level, each with a different name, and you could then load these depending on the
level to be displayed.

CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT FROM AN IMAGE FILE
While the previous techniques are quite interesting and useful, there is another
way to create your level, using a more artistic approach; that is: by drawing the
outline of your levels as an image, and then by reading this file and instantiating
objects, based on the color of each pixel present in the image.
Let’s see how this can be done:
Please create a simple jpeg image, using an image editor of your choice,
for example Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft paint or Gimp.
As you create your image, you can use the brush tool, and ensure that its
size is 1 so that you can draw pixel-by-pixel.
For this particular application, we will leave empty spaces white, and any
other pixel painted using the color of your choice.

Figure 9: Creating the outline of the level.

The previous figure is my outline; again, it is very simple for the time
being; it uses white pixels for empty areas and colored pixels for walls.
This image is 500 by 500 pixels, simulating an area that is 500 meters wide
and 500 meters long. If you wish, you can find and use this outline from
the resource pack (i.e., outline.png).
You can save this image to any format of your choice; in my case, I have
saved it to .png (outline.png).

Once this is done, we will need to import this texture in Unity and make sure that
it can be read from our code.
Please import the texture in Unity (i.e., drag and drop the image to the
Project window or use the option Assets | Import New Asset).
The asset can be saved in the Assets folder and does not need to be saved
in the Resources folder.

Figure 10: Importing the outline

Select the texture that you have imported in the Project window.
Using the Inspector window, set its Texture Type attribute to Advanced,
as described in the next figure.

Figure 11: Setting the Texture Type attribute

Then select the option Read/Write Enabled to true (i.e., check the
corresponding box).

Figure 12: Making the image readable (from the code)

Press the button Apply that is located at the bottom right corner of the
Inspector window.

Figure 13: Applying the changes to the texture

At this stage, we have an image that is ready to be used and read; so all we need
to do is to write the code that will create the environment based on this image.
Please create a new C# script and call it GenerateFromImage (or any
other name of your choice)
Please add the following code at the start of the class.
Color[,] colorOfPixel;
public GameObject wall;
public Texture2D outlineImage;

In the previous code:
We declare an array of colors; this array will store the color of each pixel
present in the image, so that it can be used for the outline of our maze.
The object called wall will be used as a placeholder (in the Inspector
window) to drag and drop the wall prefab from the Project window.
The Texture2D outlineImage will be used as a placeholder (in the
Inspector) to drag and drop the outline image from the Project window
(i.e., the image that we have imported).
Please modify the Start function as follows:
void Start()
{
colorOfPixel = new Color[outlineImage.width, outlineImage.height];
for (int x = 0; x < outlineImage.width; x++)

{
for (int y = 0; y < outlineImage.height; y++)
{
colorOfPixel[x, y] = outlineImage.GetPixel(x, y);//check tramsparency
if (colorOfPixel[x, y] != Color.white)
{
GameObject
t
=
(GameObject)(Instantiate
(wall,
new
Vector3
((outlineImage.width/2 * 10) - x*10, 1.5f, (outlineImage.height/2 * 10)-y*10),
Quaternion.identity));
}
}
}
}

In the previous code:
We initialize the array colorOfPixel; it is a multidimensional array; its size
corresponds to the size of the image imported (i.e., width and height).
We then read the image, one pixel at a time, using two loops.
For each pixel present in the image and determined by its x and y
coordinates, we save its color using the method GetPixel to the array that
we have defined earlier.
If the color of this pixel is not white, then an object is created accordingly,
as we have done in the previous sections.

Once the code has been saved; please check that it is error-free; you can then do
the following:
Deactivate the script GenerateMaze that is currently attached to the empty
object generateMaze.
Attach the script that we have just created (GenerateFromImage) to this
empty object.

Figure 14: Adding a new script to the object generateMaze

Once this is done, you may notice that the fields wall and outlineImage
from the script GenerateFromImage, are empty; so we can set them by
dragging and dropping the prefab wall to the variable wall, and the outline
texture to the variable outlineImage.

Figure 15: Adding the wall prefab and the outline texture (part 1)

Figure 16: Adding the wall prefab and the outline texture (part 2)

Last but not least; since our image is 500 pixels by 500 pixels, the ground will
need to be adjusted; if your image has a different size, you can adjust the
dimension of the ground accordingly.
Please change the scale property of the ground to (700, 1, 700). You may
also adjust the position of the Main Camera to (0, 611, 0).
Once this is done, you can play the scene, and look at it from the Scene
view.

Figure 17: Displaying the maze generated from the image

So this seems to work :-)
For this technique and all the other procedural generation techniques covered in
this chapter, you can of course navigate the scene by adding a First-Person
Controller. This, for example, can be done when you edit the scene by doing the
following:
Import the Character package (Assets | Import Package | Characters)
Drag and drop the prefab FPSController to the Scene view from the
folder Assets | Standard Assets | Characters | FirstPersonCharacter |
Prefabs.
Change the position of the FPSController to, for example, (0, 5, 0), so
that it is above the ground.

Figure 18: Navigating the scene with a First-Person Controller

Now, while this works, there are many ways in which we could optimize this
script; we could for example, include specific prefabs when a color is found in the
file. For example, we could use red for doors, and blue for walls with different
colors, on so on.

USING XML FILES FOR CONTENT CREATION
Now, using text files to generate an environment at run time is great; however,
this could be limited if we wanted to have more control over the properties of the
objects to be instantiated; for example, we could use numbers in our file, and
employ 3 for a tree and 2 for a wall; but what if we would like to instantiate
different types of walls with each a different texture, size, or rotation. You can
see here that a text file, while useful, may be limited; instead, we could use
something a bit more advanced such as XML files; an XML file will make it
possible to provide more information about the object (or nodes) that we want to
create in our game. The nice thing about this feature is that it can also be used for
complex visualization techniques to visualize data that is stored in the XML
format, including data on weather, financial transactions, scientific
measurements, or news information. Many of these XML files are freely
available and can be accessed and processed. So, for example, you could create a
3D environment that simulates scientific data such as temperatures, or streams in
oceans, and so forth; and since these files are usually updated on a regular basis,
you could provide a 3D application that simulates real life phenomena.
Now, before you can move to these complex applications, we will just create a
simple application that reads data from an XML file and that uses it to configure
the game; we will then create another simple file to add objects to be included to
the levels, along with settings their properties, all of this from an XML file.
So first, what is an XML file?
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language. It was originally designed to store
data in a way that could be read by both humans and computers. As you will see
in the next code examples, these files use the extension .xml and have a common
structure that makes them easy to read.
Let’s look at an XML file that we could create to describe a scene; it could look
like the following.
Please note that, given that you follow simple XML rules, you can create and
set a structure of your choice for your XML file, which makes them very
versatile.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<game>
<level number ="1">
<object name = "wall1" color = "red" location = "0,0,0" rotation = "0,0,0" scale =
"1,2,1">
</object>
</level>
<level number ="2">
</level>
</game>

So, an XML file includes a succession of nested elements delimited by
their tags. For example, in the previous code, the game elements start with
<game> and ends with </game>. Each element also includes attributes.
For example, in the previous example, we have levels nested within each
game elements; for each of these levels, a number is defined. Similarly, for
each object within a level, attributes such as color, location or scale are
defined also.
The first line of the XML file is optional, but its good practice to add it. It
basically mentions that the version 1.0 of XML is used and that the
encoding used is UTF8 (i.e., this is the default encoding for XML).
When creating XML documents, there are other rules that must be followed,
including:
Each element is delimited by and includes an opening and a closing tag.
As you can see, there is a <game> tag along with a </game> tag. The back
slash “/” marks a closing tag for an element.
These tags are case-sensitive; so using <game> followed by </GAme> is
incorrect; but using <game> followed by </game> is proper.
All elements need to be nested properly. For example, the following
nesting is correct (e.g., the first tag open is the last tag closed):
<game><object></object></game>

While the next nesting is not correct:
<game><object ></game></object>

Elements can have attributes and these must be defined using quotes.
The beauty of this file format is that you can create your own XML files using a
structure of your choice to best reflect and serve the requirements of your game
or application; you could save information about each scene, about the NPCs
(e.g., what paths they can use), or the weapons. So yes, you could virtually save
any type of information with these files, using an easy-to-read format.
Now that the XML format is clearer, let’s see how we can read an XML file to
create a simple scene.
In the next section we will do this as follows:
Load an XML file.
Open this document.
Navigate through each level node or element.
For each of these nodes, create the corresponding game objects defined for
this scene.
First let’s look at the XML file that we will be using:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<game>
<level number ="1">
<object name = "wall1" color = "red" location = "10,0,10" rotation = "0,0,0" scale
= "1,2,1">
</object>
</level>
<level number ="2">
<object name = "wall2" color = "red" location = "20,0,10" rotation = "0,0,0" scale =
"1,2,1">

</object>
</level>
</game>

As you can see in the previous code, the file includes the following:
A first line with information on the version of XML used along with the
encoding type.
We then define the root note called game (i.e., the node that contains
everything else in the XML file).
For this game element (or node), we have two direct children elements
called level.
For each level element (or node), we have defined an attribute called
number; we also added an object to each level, each with specific
attributes called name, color, location, rotation and scale. The idea here
is to define where these objects will be within each scene, and to also
define their location and appearance.
For each open tag, we also create a closing tag (e.g., <game> and
</game>, <level> and </level> or <object> and </object>).
So at this stage, we have an XML file, and we want to access it, to read its
content and to create a scene accordingly;
First, we will copy this file from the resource pack to our project:
Please copy the file called scene.xml from the resource pack to the
Resources folder in Unity (e.g., drag and drop).

Figure 19: Adding the scene.xml file to the Resources

Next, we will create the code that reads this file.

Please open the file GenerateMaze in your code editor.
Please comment the code that you have written so far in the Start function,
or save it into a dedicated function. For example, you could create a new
method called GenerateFromArray as follows:
void GenerateFromArray()
{
int i,j;
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < 10; j++)
{
GameObject t;
if (worldMap [i,j] == 1) t = (GameObject)(Instantiate (wall, new Vector3 (50i*10, 1.5f, 50-j*10), Quaternion.identity));
}
}
}

You could also create a new method called GenerateFromText as
follows:
void GenerateFromText()
{
TextAsset t1 = (TextAsset)Resources.Load("maze", typeof(TextAsset));
string s = t1.text;
int i, j;
s = s.Replace("\n","");
for (i = 0; i < s.Length; i++)
{
if (s [i] == '1')
{
int column, row;
column = i%10;
row = i / 10;

GameObject t;
t = (GameObject)(Instantiate (wall, new Vector3 (50 - column * 10, 1.5f, 50 - row
* 10), Quaternion.identity));
}
}
}

By creating these methods, you have saved the previous code used to read images
and text files into two separate functions that you can reuse later, if you wish; this
makes your code neater and easily reusable.
So, by now, the Start function should be empty, and we can add the code related
to reading an XML file to it.
So, let’s create the code to read an XML file.
Please add the following code at the beginning of the script
GenerateMaze:
using System.Xml;

This will make it possible for us to implement some XML features.
Add the following lines of code to the Start function:
TextAsset textAsset = (TextAsset) Resources.Load("scene");
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument ();
doc.LoadXml ( textAsset.text );

In the previous code:
We create an object of type TextAsset, and it will contain the content of
the file scene.xml stored in the Resources folder.
We then create an XML document called doc.
We transfer the text from the scene.xml file to the doc object.
Next, we will read the XML file:
Please add the following code within the previous conditional statement
(just after the previous line):
foreach (XmlNode level in doc.SelectNodes("game/level"))
{

if (level.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("number").Value == "1")
{
foreach (XmlNode gameObject in level.SelectNodes(".//object"))
{

In the previous code:
We look at each element (or node) of type level using the keyword
foreach. So in other words, within this statement, anytime we read an
element of type level, it will be referred as level.
The keyword foreach can be used to go through each element within a group.
Then, for this level, we read the values of the attribute called number; if it
is 1, then we proceed with the rest of the code; in other words, we only
read the content of the first level (or scene); you can of course change this
to read the content of scene 2 if you wish, and this is just a way to
illustrate how it is possible to focus on the content to be created for a
particular level; in our case, this will be the first level.
For each object node (or element) found in this level, we will then
instantiate a GameObject.
Each of these objects will be referred to as gameObject in the rest of the
code.
Once we access each gameObject defined for level 1, we can then read its
attribute and create a corresponding GameObject in the scene as follows:
Please add the following code, just after the previous code.
string name, location;
name = gameObject.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("name").Value;
location = gameObject.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("location").Value;
Vector3 v = ConvertStringToVector (location);
GameObject g = (GameObject)Instantiate (wall, v, Quaternion.identity);
g.name = name;

In the previous code, for each relevant node or element:
We define two string variables name and location.
We then obtain both the name and location attribute of the objects in the

XML file using the method getNamedItem.
We then call a function, that we yet have to define, that will convert the
string for the location, to a Vector3 value, so that it can be used to set the
location of the new object to be instantiated. At present the location is a
string that includes the x, y and z coordinated, separated by a comma.
We then instantiate a new object called wall at the position defined earlier,
and we set its name with the name that was defined earlier.
To navigate through our XML document, we have used a syntax called XPath;
while you don’t need to know more about XPath for the other features
illustrated in this book, it is useful to know that this syntax includes a set of
commands that make it easier to navigate through complex XML documents.
Please add the following code to your script, so that the conditional
statements and the function Start are ended/closed properly.
}
}
}

So your function Start should now look as follows:
void Start()
{
TextAsset textAsset = (TextAsset) Resources.Load("scene");
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument ();
doc.LoadXml ( textAsset.text );
foreach (XmlNode level in doc.SelectNodes("game/level"))
{
if (level.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("number").Value == "1")
{
foreach (XmlNode gameObject in level.SelectNodes(".//object"))
{
string name, location;
name = gameObject.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("name").Value;

location = gameObject.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("location").Value;
Vector3 v = ConvertStringToVector (location);
GameObject g = (GameObject)Instantiate (wall, v, Quaternion.identity);
g.name = name;
}
}
}
}

Please save your code.
So, now, let’s look at how we can convert the location variable (that is of type
string) to a vector. To do so, we will use a simple process that involves the
following:
Splitting the string that includes the location, based on the commas that it
includes within.
This should create three different strings, each corresponding respectively
to the x, y, and z coordinate.
We can then convert each of these strings to a number and use these three
resulting numbers to create a new vector.
I hope this is clear, and the following code should also speak volumes; so please
add the following code just before the end of the class:
Vector3 ConvertStringToVector(string s)
{
string [] newString;
newString = s.Split (new char [] { ',' });
float x, y, z;
x = float.Parse (newString[0]);
y = float.Parse (newString[1]);
z = float.Parse (newString[2]);
return new Vector3 (x, y, z);
}

In the previous code:
We declare a string array.
We then use this array to store the different parts (i.e., coordinates) of the
string that we have just split.
The command Split splits the string s (that was passed as a parameter).
Since s consists of a string in the form “x, y, z”, we specify that the
separator used to split this string is a comma; in other words, any part of
this string (i.e., s) that is within commas will be used to create a new string
variable; in our case, x will be used to create a new variable, then y will be
used to create a new string, and so forth
So after splitting the string variable s, we obtain three char variables; these
are in turn converted to strings (i.e., stored in newString), and then to float
values (using float.Parse).
A new vector based on these three floats is then created and returned.
You can now save your script.
Before you can play the scene, we just need to do the following:
Select the object generateMaze in the Hierarchy.
Using the Inspector, deactivate the script GenerateFromImage and
activate the script GenerateMaze.

Figure 20: Activating the correct script

Once this is done, you can play the scene, and you should see a new wall object
called wall1 at the position (10, 0, 10) in your scene.

Figure 21: A wall created based on the XML file

Figure 22: Coordinates of the new wall

CREATING A VIRTUAL SOLAR SYSTEM BASED ON AN XML FILE
So at this stage, we know how to read an XML file from our Resources folder.
Now, based on this knowledge, we could simulate the generation of a virtual solar
system from an XML file. So the idea here would be to add all information
related to planets (e.g., size, orbital velocity, etc.) and then load this information
to create a simple visualization of this data in Unity. So in the next section, we
will achieve this by doing the following:
Creating a prefab for a planet that will include variables that can be
changed such as size or orbital velocity.
Read the XML file that includes information about all these planets.
Instantiate the planets in Unity and simulate their movement.
So let’s get started:
Please create a new scene (File | New Scene).
Save this scene as solarSystem or another name of your choice (File |
Save Scene As).
Create a new sphere object, and rename it sun.
Set its location to (0,0,0) and its scale to (110, 110, 110).
Next we will create a new material for the sun object.
Please create a new material (Create | New Material) and rename it
sunColor.
Select this material.
Using the Inspector window, please click on the white square to the right
of the label Albedo.

Figure 23: Modifying the material for the sun

This should open a new window labelled color.

Figure 24: Selecting a color for the sun

You can then choose a yellow color.
Once this is done, you can apply this material to the sun object.

Figure 25: Adding the sun to our scene

So that the sun can be seen across the scene, you can also set its Shader
attribute to: Legacy Shader | Self-Illumin | Diffuse.

Figure 26: Setting the shader for the sun

Ok, so at this stage we have our sun in the center of the scene and what we will
do now is that we will create a prefab called planet that will be used to instantiate
all planets included in the XML file.
Please create a new sphere object and call it planet.
Set its position to (150, 0, 150) and its scale to (1,1,1).
Once this is done, please create a new 3D Text object (GameObject | 3D
Object | 3D Text), and rename it label.

Figure 27: Adding a new label

Drag and drop the object label on the object planet so that it becomes a
child of the planet object.

Figure 28: Adding the label to the planet

Set the position of the label object to (0, 1.76, 0) and its text to Earth, as
described on the next figures.

Figure 29: Setting the name for the planet’s label

You can also set the Anchor property of the 3D Text to Middle Center.

Figure 30: Aligning the 3D Text

Once this is done, we just need to set this planet in movement using a simple
script.
So let’s create this script:
Please create a new C# script and name it Planet.
Add this code at the beginning of the class.
float rotationalSpeed = 10f;

float orbitalSpeed = 0.20f;
float orbitalAngle = 0.0f;
float angle = 0.0f;
float orbitalRotationalSpeed = 20;
float distanceToSun = 150;
GameObject sun;

In the previous code:
We set the parameters for this planet including rotationalSpeed (the speed
at which the planet revolves around its axis), orbitalSpeed (the speed at
which the planet revolves around the sun), orbitalAngle (the rotation
angle around the sun), angle (the rotation angle around the planet’s axis),
orbitalRotationalSpeed (the speed at which the planet revolves around
the sun), and distanceToSun.
We also declare a GameObject called sun that will be used as the center of
the rotation for the planet.
Please modify the Start function as described in the next code snippet.
void Start ()
{
sun = GameObject.Find ("sun");
transform.position = new Vector3 (distanceToSun, 0, distanceToSun);
}

In the previous code:
We create a reference to the sun object.
We then set a temporary position for the planet.
We can now work on the rotational movement of the planets; this includes a
rotation around the planet’s axis as well as a rotation around the sun (i.e., orbital
rotation).
Please modify the Update function as follows:
void Update ()
{
transform.Rotate(Vector3.up, rotationalSpeed*Time.deltaTime, Space.World);

float tempx, tempy, tempz;
orbitalAngle+=Time.deltaTime * orbitalSpeed;
tempx = sun.transform.position.x + distanceToSun * Mathf.Cos(orbitalAngle);
tempz = sun.transform.position.z + distanceToSun * Mathf.Sin (orbitalAngle);
tempy = sun.transform.position.y;
transform.position = new Vector3 (tempx, transform.position.y, tempz);
}

In the previous code:
We rotate the planet around its y-axis.
We then rotate the planet around the sun using its distance to the sun along
with the Sine and Cosine of the angle defined by its position in relation to
the sun.
If you are not used to Cosine and Sine: if you consider a circle, its center O, and
any point on this circle M. The coordinates of this point M can be determined
by the radius of the circle and the corresponding angle defined by the position
(angle) of the point M on the circle.
We use three temporary variables called tempx, tempy and tempz to store
the position of the planet and to create a corresponding vector.
We can now save our script and play the scene.
Please save your script and attach it to the object called planet.
Once this is done, please play the scene.
You should see the planet object orbiting around the sun in the Scene
view
Note that you can select the planet object and then focus on it using SHIFT +
F.

Figure 31: The planet Earth rotating around the sun

Now, this is working; however, it may be difficult to locate the planet that is
orbiting around the sun and we could create a trail that shows the full orbit of the
planet. To do so, we will use LineRenderer; these are often used to draw lines in
Unity. In our case, as we want to create an ellipse (or a circle, in our case, to
simplify the code), we will create a succession of infinitely small lines, which,
seen together, will be perceived as an ellipse (or a circle). For example, the next
figure shows that by increasing the number of vertices (i.e., corners) for our
polygon, we can progressively approximate its shape from a box to a circle.

Figure 32: From a square to a circle

Please add the following function to the beginning of the class.
private Color c1 = Color.blue;
private int lengthOfLineRenderer = 100;

In the previous code:

We define the color that will be used to draw our lines.
We also define the number of lines that will be used to draw the orbital
trail; in our case, there will be 100 lines (but we could use more, if
needed).
Please add the following function to the class.
void drawOrbit()
{
LineRenderer lineRenderer = gameObject.AddComponent<LineRenderer>();
lineRenderer.material = new Material(Shader.Find("Particles/Additive"));
lineRenderer.SetColors(c1, c1);
lineRenderer.SetWidth(1.0F, 1.0F);
lineRenderer.SetVertexCount(lengthOfLineRenderer+1);
}

In the previous code:
We declare a new Linerenderer component.
We set its material using the shader called Particles/Additive, to give the
lines a distinctive look.
In a nutshell, a shader makes it possible to modify the appearance of objects by
changing how their color will be perceived and by adding special effects.
We set the starting and ending color for this polygon (i.e., succession of
lines) to be blue.
We then set the width of this trail.
Last but not least, we set the number of vertices to be used for the trail.
Next, we will actually draw the lines; to draw the line, we will define points at
regular intervals on the circle that correspond to the planet’s orbit and then join
these dots to create the illusion of a circle. Again, these dots are defined by a
radius and an angle; this angle is based on the full length of the circle in radians,
divided by the number of points, so that they are included at regular intervals.
Please add the following code at the end of the function drawOrbit:
int i = 0;
while (i <= lengthOfLineRenderer)

{
float unitAngle = (float)(2*3.14)/lengthOfLineRenderer;
float currentAngle = (float)unitAngle*i;
Vector3 pos = new Vector3(distanceToSun * Mathf.Cos(currentAngle), 0,
distanceToSun*Mathf.Sin(currentAngle));
lineRenderer.SetPosition(i, pos);
i++;
}

In the previous code:
We create a loop with a counter that starts at 0 that and increases up to 100
(i.e., the value of the variable lenghtOfLineRenderer).
We then define, for each point on this path, an angle and a position. To
create what will look like a circle, we divide 360 degrees (i.e., 2*3.14
radians) by 100 to find the angle between each of these points
Once this angle is found (let’s call it unitAngle), we multiply it by the
rank of the point; for example, the first point (rank 0) will be at an angle
unitAngle * 0 (0.0628 * 0), the second point will be at an angle
unitAngle* 1 (0.0628*1), and so on.
We then use the function SetPosition; this function defines the position of
each point that makes up the polygon (or succession of lines). The first
parameter is an index, and the second parameter is the actual position of
this point. So, as we will be defining these points, the index will increase
from 0 to the value of the variable lenghtOfLinerenderer; the position of
the point is determined based on the point around which the planet is
rotating as well as its relative angle along its orbital path.
Please add the following code to Start function:
drawOrbit();

Finally, so that you can see the scene more clearly, we can change the
position of the Main Camera object to (0, 263, 0) and its rotation to (90,
0, 0).
That’s it :-)
Let’s see how this looks like now:

Please save your code.
Play the scene and observe the orbital trail we have defined in the Game
view or the Scene view.

Figure 33: The orbit trail from the Scene view

Figure 34: The orbit trail from the Game view

After looking at the orbital trail, you may also notice, that, using the Scene view,

if you select the planet object and then look at the Inspector, you should be able
to see that the Line Renderer component now includes a series of points that we
have defined in the script, each including a position and a rank: again, these
points that appear in the Inspector were created at runtime from the script, as
described on the next figure.

Figure 35: Points for the LineRenderer

So, we have a planet that orbits around the sun.
The idea now is to make it a prefab and to then create other planets from an XML
file and instantiate their corresponding game object in the scene using this prefab.
So let’s get started.
The XML file that we will be using is structured as described on the next
snippet.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<planets>
<planet name = "Earth" diameter = "1" distancetoSun = "1" rotationPeriod = "1"
orbitalVelocity = "1">
</planet>
<planet name = "Mercury" diameter = "0.3" distancetoSun = "0.4" rotationPeriod
= "58.8" orbitalVelocity = "1.59"> </planet>
<planet name = "Venus" diameter = "0.95" distancetoSun = "0.72" rotationPeriod
= "-244.0" orbitalVelocity = "1.18">
</planet>
...
</planets>

As you can see, it consists of:
A first line that declares the version of the XML used along with the
encoding, as we have done before.
We then have a root node called planets, that will include all the planets.
Within this node, we have the description of all planets.
Each planet is defined using the tag <planet>.
For each of them, we define attributes such as name, diameter,
distanceToSun, etc. All these parameters, except from the name, will be
relative to the settings for the planet Earth (i.e., the settings for the planet
Earth have already been defined earlier in the script Planet.cs).
So the goal here will be to read this XML file, and, for each planet found, to
create (or instantiate) an object with the corresponding properties.
You can now import the file planets.xml from the resource pack and save
it inside the Resources folder in Unity, so that we can access it from our
script.
Please create a prefab from the object planet: drag and drop the object
called planet to the Project view.

We can now deactivate the object planet located in the Hierarchy
window, for the time being.
Please create an empty object called _loadPlanets (GameObject | Create
Empty). This object will be used to add (and execute) the script that will
load all the planets.
Create a new script called LoadPlanets.
Please add the following code at the beginning of the file (i.e.,
LoadPlanets):
using System.Xml;

Please add the following code at the beginning of the class:
public GameObject planetTemplate;

Add the following code to the Start function.
LoadAllPlanets();

We will now create the code for this function.
Please add the following code at the end of the class:
void LoadAllPlanets()
{
TextAsset textAsset = (TextAsset) Resources.Load("planets");
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument ();
doc.LoadXml ( textAsset.text );
foreach (XmlNode planet in doc.SelectNodes("planets/planet"))
{
}
}

In the previous code:
We declare the function LoadAllPlanets.
We then create a TextAsset variable that will be used to load the content
of the XML file.
We then declare an XML document called doc.

The content of the XML file is then used to load XML content inside the
doc XML file
Once this is done, we select all the nodes called planet that are children of
(i.e., within) the node called planets (i.e., all the planets included in the
file).
So at this stage, we should be able to access the XML file and the following lines
of code will help us to test if we can read some content from it.
Please add the following code within the foreach loop in the function
LoadAllPlanets:
string name, diameter, distancetoSun, rotationPeriod, orbitalVelocity;
name = planet.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("name").Value;
diameter = planet.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("diameter").Value;
distancetoSun = planet.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("distancetoSun").Value;
rotationPeriod = planet.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("rotationPeriod").Value;
orbitalVelocity = planet.Attributes.GetNamedItem ("orbitalVelocity").Value;
Debug.Log ("Planet name: " + name );

In the previous code:
Since the attributes of each node to be read in the XML files are stored as
strings, we declare a string for each of them so that we can extract this
content accordingly.
We then read the corresponding value of each attribute using the function
Attribute.GetNamedItem.
Once this is done, we write a message in the Console window with the
name of the planet that we have accessed from the XML file, to check that
we can read the file and the planets’ attributes properly.
That’s it!
Please save your code.
Drag and drop the file LoadPlanets to the object _loadPlanets.
Select the object _loadPlanets.
After making sure that the Inspector window is active, drag and drop the
planet prefab from the Project folder to the variable planetTemplate in
the Inspector, as described on the next figure.

Figure 36: Using the planet prefab

Please play the scene and look at the Console window, it should display
the name of all the planets included in the XML file.

Figure 37: Displaying the names of the planets included in the XML file

So at this stage, you can manage to load the XML file and to read its content; so
the next phase will be to read the attributes of all the planets and to instantiate the
corresponding objects; however, before this can be done, we will modify our
initial script, called Planet, so that it is possible to modify the properties of each
object instantiated from this prefab; so we will create public methods that will be
accessible from outside this class and that can be used to set the attributes of the
planets that will be instantiated.
So let’s create these functions:

Please add the following code to the class Planet:
public void SetRotationalSpeed(float s)
{
rotationalSpeed = s * rotationalSpeed;
}
public void SetOrbitSpeed(float os)
{
orbitalSpeed = os * orbitalSpeed;
}
public void SetDistanceToSun(float d)
{
distanceToSun = distanceToSun*d;
}
public void SetName(string name)
{
this.name = name;
transform.Find("label").GetComponent<TextMesh>().text = name;
}
public void SetRadius (float radius)
{
transform.localScale = new Vector3(radius, radius, radius);
}

In the previous code:
We create five methods SetRotationalSpeed,
SetDistanceToSun, SetName, and SetRadius.

SetOrbitSpeed,

For most of these methods, we use the values passed as parameters to
modify the properties of the planet that is instantiated in the scene, bearing
in mind that the values included in the XML file are defined in relation to
the planet Earth (i.e., multipliers).
For the method SetName, we look for a child of the game object called
label, and we then set its text to the name found in the XML file;
Next, please open the script LoadAllPlanets.

Please add the following code within the foreach loop, just after the last
code that you have added to this class (i.e., after the code that starts with
Debug.Log ("Planet name: " + name );).
float diameter2, distancetoSun2, rotationPeriod2, orbitalVelocity2;
diameter2 = float.Parse(diameter);
distancetoSun2 = float.Parse(distancetoSun);
rotationPeriod2 = float.Parse(rotationPeriod);
orbitalVelocity2 = float.Parse(orbitalVelocity);
print ("Planet" + name + ": Diameter" + diameter2+ ";Distance" + distancetoSun2);
GameObject g = Instantiate (planetTemplate);
g.GetComponent<Planet>().SetDistanceToSun(distancetoSun2);
g.GetComponent<Planet> ().SetOrbitSpeed (orbitalVelocity2);
g.GetComponent<Planet> ().SetRotationalSpeed (1 / rotationPeriod2);
g.GetComponent<Planet> ().SetName (name);
g.GetComponent<Planet> ().SetRadius(diameter2);

In the previous code:
We declare the values needed to initiate the new planets; these will be
obtained from the string values read from the XML file.
We then convert the data gathered in string format to a float format and
set the float variables diameter2, distancetoSun2, rotationPeriod2, and
orbialVelocity2 with these new values.
Once this is done, we instantiate a new planet using the planet prefab
When this new object has been instantiated, we use the public methods of
the class Planet to set this planet’s orbital radius, speed, orbital radius,
rotational speed and name.
That’s it.

Once this is done, please save your code, and play the scene.
You should see a list of the planets in the Hierarchy view, along with the
orbital trajectories of each of these planets the Game view.

Figure 38: Loading the scene with all the planets

You can also select a particular planet in the Hierarchy view, and focus on it
(SHIFT + F) and see it rotating around the sun.

Figure 39: Focusing on one planet

2
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
This chapter provides answers to the most frequently asked questions about the
features that we have covered in this book. Please also note that some videos are
also available on the companion site to help you with some of the concepts
covered in this section, including networking, performances, database access, or
procedural level creation.

READING FILES
What is XML?
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language. It was originally designed to store
data in a way that could be easily readable by both humans and computers; these
files use the extension .xml and have a common structure that makes them easy to
read by humans. An XML file includes a succession of nested elements (or
nodes) delimited by their tags. Each element also includes attributes.
What does the term IEnumerator mean?
The term IEnumerator, when added before the name of a method, defines this
method as a co-routine; this means that if, within this function, we wait for an
external event (e.g., obtaining a file from a website), the system will move on,
and come back to this function whenever the data has arrived; so by adding
IEnumerator to a method, we give the game the ability to carry-on with other
tasks while a method may need some more time to collect the data that it needs to
resume its tasks.
How is the class XMLDocument used for XML files?
The class XMLDocument can be used to instantiate objects that will represent
the content of an XML file; this class also provides methods to make it easier to
access the corresponding file and to read the content within, often using an
XPATH syntax to access the nodes. For example, in the next code snippet, the
XMLDocument is used to create an object doc, that will store the content of an
XML file.
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument ();

How can I read the content of a text file from Unity?
You can store this file in a folder named Resources, and then read its content as
follows:
TextAsset t1 = (TextAsset)Resources.Load("maze", typeof(TextAsset));
string s = t1.text;

How can I read the content of an image (the color of each pixel)?

To read the pixels from an image at the position (x, y), you can use the method
GetPixel, as demonstrated in the next code.
Color[,] colorOfPixel;
public Texture2D outlineImage;
colorOfPixel= new Color[outlineImage.width, outlineImage.height];
colorOfPixel[x, y] = outlineImage.GetPixel(x, y)

How can I generate content procedurally?
There are many ways of generating content procedurally; some of these include
reading content from a file and then creating objects accordingly. These files can
range from plain text-based files, to XML documents, or images. In each case, the
content is read, and depending on the values (and/or attributes within), a specific
object is created.

3
THANK YOU

I would like to thank you for completing this book; I trust that you are now
comfortable with the creation levels procedurally. This book is of course only a
quick guide on this topic; if you’d like to know more about Unity, you may try
some of my other books available from the official page:
http://www.learntocreategames.com/books.
So that the book can be constantly improved, I would really appreciate your
feedback and hear what you have to say. So, please leave me a helpful review on
Amazon letting me know what you thought of the book and also send me an
email (learntocreategames@gmail.com) with any suggestion you may have. I
read and reply to every email.

Thanks so much!!
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